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Presentation Notes
-Welcome Everyone-My name is Caren Bacon-Today we are going to talk about a tool we developed to assess the depth, breadth, and quality of community health programming-The tool is known as the Strength of Community Health Programming Index or SCHPI for short
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This is an overview for the presentation today. We will start with an - we’ll start with an introduction were will have a brief overview of where the idea the for SCHPI came fromWhat the Index is Some preliminary results from the piloting of SCHPIWhat are next steps are with SCHPIAnd how SCHPI can be used in the futureNext Steps were we will talk about were we will discuss the next steps for the toolFuture Use – where we will talk about how the tool can be used beyond our evaluation



Introduction 



Tobacco Prevention 
and Cessation Initiative 
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We serve as the external evaluator for MFH’s Tobacco Prevention and Cessation Initiative (known as TPCI). TPCI consisted of multiple pieces. It was conducting multiple strategies being implemented in multiple sites throughout multiple locations.TPCI is a large scale health program Initiative. TPCI has been running for 9 years. During this time it was the largest funder of tobacco control in the state even over the Department of Health and Senior Services (essential funding the state’s tobacco control program because the state provide only a small amount of funding to tobacco control.)
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As I stated previously, the Initiative utilized multiple strategies to address tobacco control.-Tobacco Tax Increase: In 2006, they funded activities to raise awareness about the tobacco tax- Community Grants: Have occurred throughout TPCI. They have funded inperson cessation classes, youth education programs, smokefree policiesQuitline enhancement: Funded an enhancement of the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services Tobacco QuitlineTobacco policy change: Funded activities to raise awareness about tobacco 



Grantee Sites 
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-Grantees who were funded to implement the strategies did so across MFH’s service region (note MFH does not fund the northwestern part of the state)Talk about the sites within counties/region. Define a site.



Evaluation  
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Presentation Notes
Due to TPCI’s utilization of a multi-strategy, multi-site approach we were presented with the long standing evaluation challenge, “How do we connect TPCI’s efforts to the tobacco control outcomes” SCHPI is how we are  attempting to do this, “Quantify a complicated Initiative’s efforts and connect those efforts to the outcomes.”  



Development 
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So what is the Index
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Health Programming Index 
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Depth Breadth Quality 
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The design of SCHPI,	-SCHPI is designed to produce an Index score for each county where TPCI programming was implemented	SCHPI consist of three constructs. -They are: Depth, Breadth, and Quality	Depth looks at the amount of programming	Breadth looks at the variety of programming	Quality look at the quality of the programming-Within each construct we have identified potential indicators that will be used to measure each of these thing (amount, variety, quality)-It is important to note that we are still testing the index and some of the indicators may change based upon the testing results
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Introduce handout here. The following indicators make up the Depth Construct of SCHPI: Number of people reached/population – what proportion of the county’s population was reached through this program?Amount of funding – How much funding was granted per member of targeted populations?Time spent with counties– How many months did grants spend with counties?Level of implementation – What was the extent of program implementation within each county?
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Presentation Notes
The following indicators make up the Breadth Construct of SCHPI: Number of activity categories – How many categories of activities are used in the counties? (categories= capacity-building, education, advocacy, and cessation)Number of setting types – How many setting types are targeted in the county? (settings= communities, schools, worksites)Number of populations targeted – How many populations in each county were reached through program efforts? (populations=youth, young adults, adults, and organizations)Number of program – How many programs are being conducted within each county?



Scoring – Depth & Breadth 
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-All scoring was done retrospectively using data from the TPCI evaluation-The use of retrospective data for scoring of depth and breadth presented a limited challenge as data for the potential indicators in depth and breadth had been collected in some format through the online quantitative data collection system known as TIES.-TIES collected information from Grantees regarding the activities they conducted. This is an image of a data entry screen in TIES.-In order to complete scoring, we simple needed to extract the data from the system
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The following indicators make up the  Construct of SCHPI: Level of evidence – what evidence base supports the program?Evaluation – Did the grantee collect, analyze, and report process and outcome data regarding the program efforts?Innovation – Is the program newly implemented, untested, or adapted from an existing program to advance research and provide added individual or community benefit?Staff capacity – What is the capacity of the staff to effectively manage and implement this program? Given the scale and scope of the project are there adequate staffing levels, expertise, and staff development to achieve program goals?Quality improvement – What is the level of evidence that the grantee has utilized to determine if program improvement is needed and enhances its effectiveness Objective achievement – Did the program achieve the objectives as outlined in their strategic plan or framework?Collaboration/partnership – to what extent did the grantee leverage collaborations and partnerships?Policy improvement – Was there a concerted effort to initiative a policy or systems change or become more involved in policy or advocacy change efforts?
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•Introduction of 
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The Quality Construct presented much more of a challenge with using the retrospective dataThe information needed to score the indicators that make up the Quality Construct had not been collected through the online data collection system. However we did have grantee interim and final reports which were submitted to MFH We used these documents to score the quality construct -Since we were reviewing and interpreting information, this introduced more subjectivity to the data collection process	



Scoring - Quality 
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-We took several important steps to reduce the subjectivity of the data collection process. 	1st: We developed a scoring protocol to be used when reviewing the documents.	2nd: We consensus scored a few grants to identify any points of confusion in the definitions of the protocol	3rd: We broke out into pairs and scored grantee documents using the tool and conducted an inter-rater reliability (Cohen’s Kappa would have done an Intra-class corelation) among the pairs before individuals could score alone.   	



Preliminary Construct Scores 
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The preliminary results are based on a small sample (n=13) of grantees that were active during 2007.
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All of the indicators are collected on the grant level; however, they are analyzed at the county level. The reason for this is so the constructs can later be connected to county level health outcomes. This was easier to do for grant data that was collected by implementation site compared to grant-level data. The grant-level data were weighted according to the reach they had in the counties they worked. The next step was to range standardize the indicators for each construct, using the formula here. This put the indicators on a scale of 0 to 1. The reason for range standardizing the constructs was , so they were all comparable and could easily be combined into one construct score later on.The values represented in this formula are at the county level. Raw value of say St. Louis County subtract the scores of the lowest county, and divide by the range of scores across the participating counties in the state.  
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Construct Scores 
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These are the Depth Construct scores for each county that had active programming happening in it for our sample. As I said the scores range from 0 to 1, and, on the map, the lightest green color indicates a low score and the darker green indicates a higher score. The white/no color indicates that from our sample there were no TPCI programs funded in the county during this time period.
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Construct Scores 
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These are the Breadth Construct scores for each county that had active programming happening in it for our sample. As I said the scores range from 0 to 1, and, on the map, the lightest blue indicates a low score and the darker blue indicates a higher score. The white/no color indicates that from our sample there were no TPCI programs funded in the county during this time period.



Preliminary Quality 
Construct Scores 
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These are the Quality Construct scores for each county that had active programming happening in it for our sample. As I said the scores range from 0 to 1, and, on the map, the lightest purple indicates a low score and the darker purple indicates a higher score. The white/no color indicates that from our sample there were no TPCI programs funded in the county during this time period.



Preliminary Construct Scores - 
County Examples  

Construct Scores 
Depth: 0.03 
Breadth: 0.02 
Quality: 0.65 

Washington 

Sample of Activities in the County 
• 1 active grant in the county 
• Freedom from Smoking Clinics 
• Teens Against Tobacco Use programs 

Cape 
Girardeau 

Construct Scores 
Depth: 0.75 
Breadth: 0.83 
Quality: 0.63 

Sample of Activities in the County 
• 5 active grants in the county  
• Tobacco Policy Awareness Activities 
• Freedom from Smoking Clinics 
• Teens Against Tobacco Use programs 
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Next Steps 



Next Steps for SCHPI 
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As for the next steps for SCHPI: -We need to score the remaining grant documents using the constructs-Assign an index score to each county for each year of TPCI-And determine if there is any association between the county’s index score and changes in tobacco outcomes over time



Future Use 



Future use of SCHPI 
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Presentation Notes
-Multiple audiences can gain benefit from using SCHPI-Evaluators: serves as a tool to evaluate multi-strategy multi-site programming efforts, tool to associate program efforts with outcomes-Funders: Identify gaps in activities, strategic planning (identify priority funding areas), determine over- or under-funding -Public Health Stakeholder: can be translated to other health issues-Example: MFH Responsive portfolio (MFH is still exploring this option but has not made any final decisions)
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-Highlight the rest of the team who were a part of developing the index



Funding 

Funding for this study was provided in 
whole by the Missouri Foundation for 
Health. Founded in 2000, MFH is an 
independent nonprofit organization and 
the largest nongovernmental funder of 
community health activities for the 
state. Having provided nearly $350 
million in funding to date, MFH and its 
programs and grants support activities 
that improve the health of Missouri’s 
citizens, particularly the uninsured and 
underserved populations. 
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-Mention MFH as the funder of TPCI and the evaluation



Questions? 
 

Caren Bacon, MPH 
Phone: 314-935-3746 

Email: cbacon@brownschool.wustl.edu 
 

mailto:cbacon@brownschool.wustl.edu
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